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1: Course schedule - Digital Photography
The most comprehensive, up-to-date resource for today's photography students. Photography 11 th edition offers an
in-depth approach to photography that spans the ever-changing landscape of photography â€” from dark-room to digital
print.

This edition presents all facets of photography, laying out what you need to know to make photographs with
digital tools as well as the integral steps to perfecting film print. Key learning applications include videos,
simulations, and MediaShare. A better teaching and learning experience The teaching and learning experience
with this program helps to: Personalize Learning â€” MyArtsLab is an online homework, tutorial, and
assessment program. It helps students prepare for class and instructor gauge individual and class performance.
Improve Critical Thinking â€” Visual aids and detailed coverage of key elements help students examine art
more critically. Engage Students â€” Updated images, MyArtsLab, and the clarity of the text provide a
wonderful engaging student experience. Support Instructors â€” Instructor resources are available in one
convenient location. Figures, videos, and teacher support materials create a dynamic, engaging course. If you
are new to photography, or a student, this is a great desk reference. The book does a good job, especially when
compared to previous editions, of going over digital shooting and workflow. In my opinion though, it gets
further away from fundamentals compared to previous editions of this series. This is the core of my rating.
While at a lesser cost than its predecessor, I believe that it is also less informational and at less of a value than
its predecessor as well. Which is awesome to build a reference library in the palm of your hand. I will say, that
this is a good book STILL if you are a photographer starting out or based in the digital age. I will recommend
it. For a more experienced photographer, or one looking to become certified through one of the guilds, I can
still recommend this edition, but you may be better served with the 9th or 10th edition. For the super advanced
photographer looking to get better, honestly, for the price, you can find more in-depth, and better focused
books to read. I think that is where my disappointment comes from in this edition. The fact that I feel I have
learned more out of the past three books I have bought in the past six months than this one book, and all of
them cost less than this one. Available Digitally Lower price than predecessor Lots of images and charts Able
to bookmark references for fast access. Cons "Incomplete" Still overpriced compared to the market
Recommend because of legacy and format, not because of overall content. What a waste of time and money. I
bought this addition and was surprised to find that they have removed several chapters from the book and put
them on line. Apparently you are supposed to get a code with the book so you can go online to reference the
chapters. I have yet to find the code anywhere in the book. After notifying Amazon of problems with
inaccessible information, they still post misleading information. Do not buy the 11th edition if you need access
to the removed content! The Pearson website requires a "Course ID" number before it will allow you to enter
the activation code that you purchased. Amazon is aware of the problem, yet they continue to offer the book
and worthless MyArtsLab card at an extra expense. The good news is that Amazon refunded my purchase, but
the bad news is that this is a deceptive, zero star product because of the missing content. This missing content
issue is well known to Amazon, Dan W. It seems a well written book full of valuable informati, but there is a
catch. I originally mentioned how links in the book to additional online content at myartslab. But there are
very good reasons for that. The second issue is the requirements for viewing the content hosted by Pearson
precludes access to it from an iPad via the Kindle reader app because the content is Flash based. Because the
above was not clearly stated on Amazons site I mistakenly bought this ebook thinking that the additional
online content would be useful, and it would be if it was truely available via Kindle app. One additional word
about myartslab. I never heard of it before so I did not know that It is specifically set up for college students
enrolled in art courses and others which requires students to use the Pearson service for studying and testing. It
is not for casual use. So unless you are enrolled in courses which require you to use myartslab. Where is the
access code, why does myartslab not work? Criss on May 24, I purchased this book for the purpose of
studying for the CPP exam, the price was right and after communicaing with a proctor of the exam, i was told
that this edition would be adequate. I have seached throughout the book for an acces code and have not found
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one, than i thought i can just purchase an access code from the publisher, but when trying to do so there is no
option for you to buy a code for this book. In my opinion though why would you sell a book with e-learning
refferences but not have the site or links working yet? Hopefully it will come on-line soon, but than again i
will still have to purchase a code as well You need this book. By Stephanie Stone on Apr 15, Chock full of
valuable info, updated for the digital age. Tons of photographs, yay! Lots of technical info too. This is the
meat and potatoes of learning about photography, with plenty of side dishes and decadent dessert. A
Troubleshooting section for film and darkroom problems is also NOT in the printed book. The Preface also
states "purchase of the paper book gives you full access to the eText" that contains everything in the printed
book plus those sections just described. Prior to the preface the publisher has included a page describing how
to access the eText. Very simple description, very simple process, but once you actually go to their web site it
NOT as described. After my contacting publisher via telephone, it is learned when they sell the printed book,
they include the ACCESS CODE on a printed card that is set loosely inside the front or back cover and then
the book is shrink-wrapped as a unit. Lastly, some descriptions and emails from sellers indicate the book they
sell is a "stand alone version". By Shanmuga on Sep 09, This book covers a lot of fundamentals essential for a
photographer. The book also comprises of brilliant photographs and pictorial illustrations for in-depth
understanding of concepts. Crazy price but still great book. By Roxie on Sep 27, Too expensive! There are
several new pictures and materials added in to this edition. Very useful for photography starter. Fineman on
Sep 10, I have used this text for teaching silver based analog photography since the first edition. However, its
price now is an absurdity, even immoral for a book that gets much of its material from 35 years ago. So, if you
are learning analog photography, buy an old edition: Then buy a cheap book on digital if you need one. At
some point, book buyers need to send a message. For serious amateurs or aspiring professionals By Filmguru
on May 21, This is a very thorough reference book that is a great choice for someone who really wants to
know the background of professional photography and learn the "rules" as they exist traditionally. I purchased
the book to brush up on my photography knowledge in order to take a certification exam. This has proven to
be a nice resource, however I believe it may not be necessary for certification purposes. As far as I can tell, the
information in the book is very accurate and has been updated to reflect current technology. There is very little
in-depth information on any particular aspect of photography. The reader is introduced to a specific concept or
procedure, given general information about it, and told to consult an owners manual or other documentation
for the remainder of the explanation. This is done in order that specificity does not outrank general accuracy.
Most professionals who have been in the business for 5 or more years have been utilizing many of the
techniques described on a frequent basis. Excellent complement to classroom lecture By Studentcl36 on Sep
19, This book is a requirement for my introduction to photography class, so I had to buy it. It is easy to read
and understand and is perfect for beginners and veterans, since it covers both black and white film as well as
digital photography. I just wish that books like these were not so expensive, since it is a requirement for some
students and for folks wanting to learn photography. It may prompt some people to look for a cheaper title and
miss out on this quality boook. Seriously overpriced, other books are superior By Va on Jan 25, I purchased a
previous edition of the book. Buy a previous edition, like another reviewer mentioned. Right now it exists
solely to part college students from their money. It has just the right mix of film versus digital, and an
excellent introduction to core concepts. That said, other introductory books might work just as well. As an
amateur in photography, this book really helped explain the technical background behind all the numbers and
jargon strewn throughout magazines, photography websites, manuals and so forth. While other books tried to
explain concepts such as depth of field in relation to aperture, this was the book that made everything click for
me. After reading this book I really felt like I had a firm grasp of the technical groundwork for learning
photography. I have a much greater understanding and appreciation for the technical debates now and instead
of my eyes hazing over when I see numbers, they are meaningful for me and I look for them. Perhaps the
greatest thing this book did for me though, is to make me realize that understanding the technicalities of
photography is not what makes a good photographer. I started to see that it takes a lot of experience and a
good eye to imagine, compose and create a picture. I started to see that perhaps those things are actually more
important than perfect exposure. So while I learned a lot it was also a little humbling for me. It gave me a
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better respect for photography and photographers. It really opened up a whole world for me. A lot of viewers
noted that the digital section of the book was a little light. And while I think it was, the point of the book is not
to be a cookbook. Rather I think that it is an introduction into the world of photography, and digital imaging
really is only a very small piece of that world.
2: Photography, 11th Edition
Available for Pre-order. This item will be released on December 4,

3: Photography, 12th Edition
As with each edition of this hallmark text, authors Barbara London, Jim Stone, and John Upton provide comprehensive
yet practical coverage of both the traditional practice of photography and the now-dominant contemporary digital
techniques.

4: ISBN - Photography 11th Edition Direct Textbook
Description. The most comprehensive, up-to-date resource for today's photography students. Photography 11 th edition
offers an in-depth approach to photography that spans the ever-changing landscape of photography â€” from dark-room
to digital print.

5: Photography (11th Edition) - | SlugBooks
The most comprehensive, up-to-date resource for today's photography students Photography 11 th edition offers an
in-depth approach to photography that spans the ever-changing landscape of photography â€” from dark-room to digital
print.

6: Download Photography (11th Edition) Ebook Free - Video Dailymotion
The most comprehensive, up-to-date resource for today's photography students Photography 11th edition offers an
in-depth approach to photography that spans the ever-changing landscape of photography â€” from dark-room to digital
print.

7: Photography (11th Edition) by Barbara London, Jim Stone, John Upton ()
The most comprehensive, up-to-date resource for today's photography students. Photography 11th edition offers an
in-depth approach to photography that spans the ever-changing landscape of photography â€” from dark-room to digital
print.

8: London, Stone & Upton, Photography, 11th Edition | Pearson
Barbara London has authored and co-authored many photography books from their first editions to their current ones,
including Photography, Photography: The Essential Way, A Short Course in Photography, A Short Course in Digital
Photography, The Photograph Collector's Guide, and more.
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